
Workforce Role Description
This form is to be used by the workforce (employees, Church-service missionaries, and volunteers) 
of the Corporation of the President (COP) and Corporation of the Presiding Bishop (CPB). It 
describes general workforce requirements as well as purposes, responsibilities, and qualifications of 
the role identified below.

Job title Job code Grade level Approval date

General Workforce Requirements

General requirements for the Church workforce:
•  Temple worthiness
•  Regular attendance and timely arrival at the assigned location
Note: The specific statements shown in each section of this Workforce Role Description are not intended to be all-inclusive. They 

represent typical elements and criteria considered necessary to successfully perform the job.
Purposes
Briefly describe why this job exists, who the customers are, and what the customers expect.

Responsibilities
Describe what the major responsibilities of the job are, including accountability, problem solving, relationships, interactions, results, and relevant metrics and measures. List 
responsibilities in order of importance, and indicate percentage of time spent on each.

Qualifications
List the minimum requirements for the position. Identify knowledge and skills required, including formal education, specialized training, and prior experience. Include any 
degrees, certifications, and licenses that are required.
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	DESCR: MTC - Teaching Appointment Shift Leader (TRC)
	JOBCODE: 
	GRADE: N/A
	EFFDT: 
	DESCRLONG: This Church-service Missionary (CSM) or volunteer position is needed to coordinate their donated services for Teaching Appointment shifts using the English language at the Missionary Training Center (MTC) in Provo, Utah.*Note to Stake President:  It is important that those CSMs and volunteers, who will be serving at the MTC, call our office at 801-422-4567.  These individuals will be recorded as fulling the annual stake assignment, and a time will be scheduled for their orientation and training.   For those who would like to qualify to be a Church-service Missionary (must serve 8 or more hours per week), there are additional opportunities at the MTC to increase their hours of service.
	C_RESP_DESCR: The Teaching Appointment is a weekly training experience for all MTC missionaries. During Teaching Appointments, CSMs or volunteers role play as investigators in real world scenarios. CSMs and volunteers have the opportunity to be “nourished by the good word of God” as missionaries learn to teach.Shift leaders coordinate and schedule this volunteer service for Teaching Appointment shifts. Specific responsibilities include welcoming and training new volunteers, coordinating room and scenario assignments, managing volunteer contact lists, emailing and calling volunteers to invite them to serve, ensuring that enough volunteers are provided for the missionaries, and preparing necessary shift forms. Shift leaders serve in a companionship and may be a married couple or two single individuals. Typical Shift Leaders serve between 2 and 4 hours a week at the MTC and spend another 2 to 4 hours at home calling and emailing volunteers to prepare for their shift.  Shift leaders are also encouraged to frequently take the opportunity to be taught by the missionaries on their shift and on other shifts as their time permits. 
	C_QUALIF_DESCR:  - Requires a love of missionaries and missionary work. - Have effective planning, communication and organizational skills. - Have a basic working knowlege of computer programs, particularly in the Microsoft suite, (E-mail, Internet, Word, Excel etc.). - Requires physical mobility (walking during shift). 


